COMPANY’S PROFILE

Dear partners and colleagues, dear friends,
We happen to live in challenging and uncertain era. Nevertheless, a strong wind of
change that can blow away a few flags can also fill the sails and set ships in motion. The
need for quick adaptation prompts us to handle problems in a faster and more cost-saving way, discover new markets, invent innovative profit generation and introduce new
kinds of customer relationships.
Happily, we can rise to these challenges with the help of modern digital technologies.
On the one hand, these mature technologies are powerful enough to tackle most practical tasks. On the other hand, they have become widely available to everybody, not only
to the largest and wealthiest businesses, as it used to be not so long ago.
In my opinion, PROFICIENCY IN THE USE OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES to address customers’ challenges in an ever-changing and unpredictable environment is Softline’s main
competitive edge. This know-how includes two components: technology expertise and
industry experience. Indeed, we have been accumulating expertise for 25+ years in the
market, and enhancing it with mergers with and acquisitions of specialized companies.
Industry experience means that our profound knowledge of real problems faced
by customers extends to manufacturing, finance, public sector, retail, and
dozens of other industries—and we have learned best practices to deal with
them all.
We understand full well that a good IT partner must be 100% reliable and
act in a prompt and flexible fashion. At this point, Softline’s second advantage, NAMELY HIGH OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY, comes to the fore.
It is enabled by world-class professional management, special efforts
to maintain financial resilience, and automation of business processes.
The third advantage of our company is versatility. We do not only
supply our customers with any IT products and services available on
the market but also build SOPHISTICATED SOLUTIONS WITH HIGH
INTELLECTUAL VALUE ADDED.
A SERVICE-ORIENTED BUSINESS MODEL is another advantage. We
can provide almost all IT components as a service. Subscriptions make
the most powerful and advanced information technologies available
to everyone and ensure complete control over and predictability of IT
expenses.
I am confident that our understanding of the «right» approach to IT goes well
beyond merely solving the technical problems of our customers to create opportunities for innovation and new growth. The list of our clients includes leading
market players, government agencies, medium and small businesses—and all of
them have a good reason to trust us with challenging and expensive projects.
Welcome to Softline. We are here to help you succeed.
Igor Borovikov,
Chairman of the Board

Softline is a leading
global IT solution
and service provider

operating in the markets
of Europe, Russia, India,
Latin America, Central
Asia, and South-East Asia
It is amazing how technologies unite people and transcend borders.
That’s why we work in over 50 countries and 95 cities worldwide. You
can rest assured that you’ll get an efficient IT solution for your tasks
from any Softline Group member.

95+
cities

50

countries
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$1.80

billion

Softline Group’s turnover growth in 2020

+8,9% +20% +22%
year-to-year

in the Russian
Federation

in the Eastern Europe
and Central Asia,
LATAM and APAC region

Digital Transformation
& Cybersecurity Solution
Service Provider
Softline Values
Values are the guidelines that help us build
relations with partners, customers, other
market players, and colleagues. We all share
these principles.

1. LEADERSHIP
2. CUSTOMER FOCUS
3. TEAMWORK
4. INNOVATION
5. RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS

Partnership with

1.000+

Software and Hardware Developers

145.000+
Corporate Customers
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DIGITAL BUSINESS
TRANSFORMATION:
Softline Vision

We enhance the efficiency of businesses through digital
technology. Softline offers a full range of solutions for all
industries with financing options to supply modern technologies for any IT budget.

Cutting-edge
Technologies
We focus on crucial IT areas, where development is
the key to business growth in today’s reality.

4

Cloud

Data analytics

Use our expertise to get the most
benefit from a full or partial migration to the cloud

We know how to process vast amounts
of raw data to extract valuable insights
for informed business decisions.

Cybersecurity

Mobility

We build information security
solutions with high intellectual value
added that rely on the experience of
our engineers and the company as
a whole

We have all the tools to implement
revolutionary ways of permanently
connecting people and things to the
Internet on a large scale.
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• Attract and retain customers by providing a seamless user experience in
the digital environment
• Expand the market share and explore new areas with digital marketing
and sales
• Optimize routine business processes by reducing costs and increasing
productivity
• Raise employee motivation by offering elegant and convenient work tools
• Quickly adapt to market changes with a flexible and cost-efficient rented
infrastructure

All Industries
Manufacturing
Oil and gas
Retail
Financial institutions
Governmental agencies

Softline Digital How we

help customers embrace
digital transformation

Softline
Digital Lab

Custom
Development

Data
Analysis

Softline Digital Lab
collects the best approaches and solutions
for various industries all
over the world. We show
our customers in Russia
and abroad how these
solutions can improve
their business.

We have built a team of
talented developers and
engineers that know how
to deploy tailored digital
solutions.

It’s no secret that data is
«the new oil.» The mission of our Data Analysis
Lab is to help customers
extract valuable insights
from huge sets of raw
data.
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Digital Transformation
FOR PUBLIC SECTOR
Solutions for Governmental Agencies,
Education and Healthcare

Import Substitution
•
•

•

•

Education

Healthcare

•
•

•

•
•

•
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Automated workplaces for public
servants
Delivery, configuration, and
compatibility assessment of software
from the official Unified Register of
Russian-made Software
Delivery and integration of products
from the official Unified Register
of Russian-made Radio Equipment
for the State Industrial Information
System
Proprietary hardware manufacturing
(SL computers)

Digital University
E-learning management and
proctoring systems
Turnkey equipment delivery for
Digital Schools
Projects under Federal programs
such as Digital Educational
Environment, Growing Points,
and Centers for Gifted Children.
Equipment for all Quantorium
Children’s Science Centers,
including mobile Quantoriums

•

+44 (20) 4577 1222

Automated workplaces for
healthcare professionals
Telemedicine and
videoconferencing
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145.000+
Corporate Customers
Region of the Future
•

•
•
•

Smart transportation systems:
• Traffic-SL, an automated traffic
management system
• Photo and video surveillance
• Automated weight and size
control systems
Public safety and epidemic
control systems
Equipment for public service
centers, including call centers
Social portals

Photo and Video Surveillance System
for Ufa Airport

Softline has installed a photo and video surveillance
system that registers parking violations in Ufa International Airport. The new cameras have improved drivers’
discipline and reduced traffic congestion on the access
road to the airport.

Photo and Video Surveillance System
in the Altai Region

Softline has installed a photo and video surveillance
system on federal highways in the Altai Region. The
system can register and read license plates on 8 lanes
at vehicle speeds of up to 250 km/h.

Softline helps Public Service Centers
in Smolensk and Ryazan regions
collect biometric data from residents

Softline has delivered biometrics equipment to the
Public Service Centers of Smolensk and Ryazan
regions. These solutions collect all the information
required to issue e-passports and fully comply with
personal data protection regulations.

Softline Helps Develop Telemedicine
in the Sverdlovsk Region

Weight and Size Control Systems for
the Omsk Region

Within the framework of «Integrated Digital environment based on the State Healthcare Information
System,» a federal program, Softline has delivered
and installed remote health systems for the Territorial
Center for Disaster Medicine. With these systems,
doctors will be able to provide online consultations to
colleagues from outlying areas.

Nine stations on local roads in the Omsk region are
now equipped with the latest Russian-made monitoring systems that automatically detect improper transportation of oversize cargo and report violators to the
processing center. Softline specialists will support all
the installed systems until 2023.
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Digital Transformation
FOR BUSINESSES
General-purpose Solutions

8

RPA (Robotic Process
Automation)

Artificial Intelligence
and Analytics

RPA agents emulate human actions in
computer systems and applications. The
robot has a virtual workplace, from which
it can perform numerous operations with
data «using» an on-screen keyboard and
mouse.
In essence, RPA is a tool to reduce the
number of routine operations, relieve the
burden on the IT department and improve
business performance.

Data available directly from corporate
information systems are often too chaotic
and disparate for a meaningful analysis.
Business Intelligence comprises technologies, software, and practices aimed
at achieving business goals through the
effective use of existing data.

Big Data

Internet of Things

State-of-the-art IT solutions are capable of
extracting and analyzing information from
very large data sets. As a result, executive
decision-making can rely on solid knowledge rather than on intuition only.

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the technology of remote communication between
electronic devices (things) via various
network channels without human intervention. It powers self-managed systems
that can automatically collect and analyze
enormous amounts of data to make informed decisions.
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BI System Implementation for a
Siberian Retailer

Novex is one of the largest retailers in Siberia specializing in cosmetics and household chemicals. Softline has helped Novex deploy an analytical system
based on Microsoft SQL Server and Microsoft Power
BI. Now Novex’s senior management can receive
performance reports from retail outlets in a matter of
minutes to promptly identify any missed targets and
take remedial action.

Industry-specific
Solutions
Smart Hardhats

Smart Bracelet

Zero harm on industrial sites
Smart Hardhats are used to
remotely monitor workers’ compliance with occupational safety
rules. The solution detects in
real-time:
• the presence of the hardhat
on the worker’s head;
• severe hits, falls from height,
long absence of movement;
• employee location;
• events requiring a SOS
signal.

The bracelet can take pulse and
body temperature measurements, detect falls, monitor the
location of its owner, count the
steps walked and has a G-sensor. It also features an emergency button and an alert system
for trespassing into danger
areas, bracelet shutdown, loss of
signal or low battery. The device
operates on LoRaWan networks
or via Bluetooth.

A smart button installed at a
workplace lets the worker send
radio notifications of certain
events such as lack of materials,
equipment failure, substandard
output or power outages. The
system can aggregate signals
from several sites.

High-tech occupational safety systems have been
successfully tested by Softline in pilot projects for
AltaiKrayenergo, a regional power grid, and DBA, an IT
company.

Examples of
Out-of-the-box Solutions:
KPI tracking for
businesses;

A Softline RPA solution automates the primary processing of orders in the CRM system. The robot analyzes software purchase orders, identifies the product
and its quantity, looks into any special requirements,
and prepares specifications for a commercial offer.
With this technology, order processing has become
ten time as fast.

Smart Hardhats for the Industry in the
Altai Region

Smart Button

demand forecasting
and inventory management;

RPA for Request Processing in the
CRM System

feasibility studies
for oil field development.
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Commercial Operation Of Smart
Hardhats At The Khiagda Mine in
Buryatia

Following a successful pilot project, Softline and
Rostelecom launched a full-fledged Smart Hardhats
system on the Smart Test Site operated by Khiagda, a
subsidiary of the Uranium Holding ARMZ, the Mining
Division of Rosatom State Corporation.

www.softline.com
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OUR digital
Transformation
Management TOOLS
Software Assets Management
THIS SERVICE ENSURES RESPONSIBLE IT ASSET MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL
CONTROL, AND COMPLIANCE WITH CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS THROUGHOUT
THE IT ASSET LIFECYCLE, FROM ACQUISITION TO WRITE-OFF. THE SYSTEM
REQUIRES NO ADDITIONAL SPENDING ON SOFTWARE, CERTIFIED EXPERTS OR IT
INFRASTRUCTURE.

Benefits
•

•

•

Savings due to the optimization of
unused software, infrastructure, and
SaaS applications.
Flexibility and transparency: assessment
of TCO and software expenditures,
various licensing scenarios, and
optimization of the CAPEX/OPEX ratio.
Control and security: real-time
information about software assets,
trustworthy data for decision making,
mitigation of IT-related and legal risks.

SAM by Subscription
Softline continuously monitors and controls
your software environment for a timely
response to any IT problems and intelligent
IT infrastructure development.
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Success Fee, a Way of
Self-financing of your Project
Success Fee is a unique option available for
SAM: you pay for the project only if it brings
you real savings.

Specialized SAM Services
•
•
•

•
•

IBM software asset management
SAP software asset management
Management of legal risks associated with
personal data processing and analysis for
compliance with appropriate Russian laws
and regulations
Microsoft Azure management for developers
Optimization of software for ISVs

www.softline.com

Softline
Digital Platform

SAM Process Certification in ITSC

AUTONOMOUS MANAGEMENT OF SUBSCRIPTIONS
AND SERVICES FROM MAJOR INTERNATIONAL
VENDORS

ITSC («Information Technology Service Company») is a subsidiary
of Gazpromneft, a Russian oil industry giant, established to provide IT services to the parent company and its affiliates. Softline
audited its software asset management practices for compliance
with the international standard ISO 19770-1.
The project included assessment of IT risks associated with software assets, a budgeting and financial management review, and
analysis of the distribution of roles and responsibilities among
process participants. After passing the audit the company was
issued a Tier III international certificate of compliance (the second highest level).

The Softline platform allows customers to manage their subscriptions and payments for cloud tools and 600+ other services from
Microsoft, Google, ESET, Kaspersky Lab and more.
This solution aims at facilitating access to cost-efficient and
hence increasingly popular subscriptions and services.
You no longer need to wait for managers to process your subscription management requests. In just a few minutes, any Softline customer can access the necessary software and services,
see analytical reports on resource consumption, and manage his/
her documents in self-service mode. Employees receive instructions for working with the platform and access to a personal account. If necessary, the customer can contact the support team
for all platform-related questions and promptly get a professional
response.
New subscriptions are regularly added to the platform, and more
functions get automated. As of today, Softline Digital Platform
has already been deployed in 15 countries, and Softline plans to
launch it in all its regions of operation.

Softline
CloudMaster

The First SAM Project On Personal Data
Protection in Eastern Europe

As a major Serbian retailer, Fashion Company, deals with processing the personal data of EU residents and must therefore comply
with the EU General Data Protection Regulation.
Softline professionals reviewed current software management
procedures and assessed the quality of personal data processing
at Fashion Company. To this end, they made an inventory of 200+
workstations and 20+ servers, interviewed the employees, and
tested corporate cybersecurity settings. Softline used efficient
proprietary inventory tools and specialized utilities to reduce
project costs.

A TOOL FOR MANAGING ALL CLOUD
INFRASTRUCTURE TYPES
This management tool connects to all public and private cloud
platforms simultaneously and provides a single console to manage your resources. In addition to its core administration functions, Softline CloudMaster features self-service cloud management capabilities with full control over employee access rights.
You will no longer have to master all the administration tools
from different clouds. Forgotten virtual machines will stop depleting your cloud budget. The provisioning of new virtual machines
will become quick and easy.
Softline CloudMaster comprises three functional segments,
namely billing, inventory, and automation. The system is integrated with Microsoft Azure, AWS, Yandex Cloud, Google Cloud,
OpenStack, and VMware. The orchestrator is available in desktop
and mobile versions, as well as a native Android and iOS app. The
basics of its user-friendly interface based on best practices can
be learned in just a couple of hours.

Optimal Cloud Migration Strategy for ABBYY

ABBYY’s development strategy required the modernization of the
internal IT infrastructure based on Microsoft cloud services. The
company also wanted to continue using all its current software
licenses. ABBYY requested Softline to analyze the status of its IT
infrastructure, make an inventory of installed software and all the
hardware assets.
Thanks to the SAM Infrastructure Optimization project delivered by Softline, ABBYY has optimized its IT infrastructure and
increased the efficiency of cloud services. Now it can control current and future IT expenses, while providing a comfortable work
environment for its AI software developers.
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Softline Financial Services
It is rather counterproductive and even risky to try saving
on IT, an indispensable business tool in the age of digital
transformation. However, software, hardware, and IT services
are often difficult to afford, especially if your company is
contemplating a large-scale modernization project. Softline
offers financial instruments that facilitate IT procurement
for business purposes. Just use the software, hardware, and
services you need without exceeding the cost limit.

Leasing
Leasing is a long-term IT equipment rental with a buyout
option. It allows customers to modernize and strengthen
the business without withdrawing a large part of their
working capital.
Why is it Profitable?

Softline Services

•

•

•
•
•

No need to withdraw large amounts
from the budget
Tax exemptions (income tax, VAT
credit, property tax)
Leasing is easier to get approved
than borrowing
No foreign exchange rate risk due to
financing in local currency

•
•
•

Process coordination. Full support
of the leasing deal
Various models. Financial leasing,
operational leasing, and subleasing
Comprehensive projects. We can
finance a comprehensive solution
Internal call for tenders. The
customer gets the best offer

Softline Finance
Pay in installments for up to 1 year
•

•
•

Financing is possible for any mix
of products: software, hardware,
cloud, and services.
Deals without guarantors and
collateral
Payment calculator on our
website

TERM:

from 90 days
to 1 year

AMOUNT: from 300,000 rubles
for six months;
from 600,000 rubles
for one year
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Allsoft Ecommerce
Turn your website visitors into your
customers
Allsoft Ecommerce is a solution that helps software vendors sell software to
corporate and private customers from their own website. The «Buy» button and
the shopping cart with the payment functionality will be added to your website,
and we will take responsibility for processing the payment and sending the
download link and the activation key to the buyer.

Allsoft Ecommerce is a reliable, flexible, and scalable platform
that boosts the conversion rate for your website. This solution
suits both individual developers and large vendors. It enables
you to sell software to any customer under any business model
all over the world.
Allsoft customers include Kaspersky Lab, AVAST,
ABBYY, Dr.Web, and numerous other companies in
Russia and abroad.

Localization and Transparency:
Kaspersky Lab and Allsoft
Ecommerce in Vietnam

Kaspersky Lab decided to transfer its licensing operation from a local distributor to a global platform and
chose Allsoft Ecommerce as a partner.
Allsoft developed the shopping cart and checkout
pages for Kaspersky Lab. These pages were user-friendly, merged seamlessly with the vendor’s
website, and were properly localized according to the
Vietnamese environment.
All the pages and forms are displayed to the user
in Vietnamese. Localization of payment methods
improves conversion, i.e. integration with the local
acquirer increases the percentage of transactions
successfully paid by bank cards. Other payment
methods popular among the Vietnamese such as by
bank transfer, QR code or through local ATMs are
also supported.
Thanks to assistance from Softline Vietnam, the sales
of software licenses on the Vietnamese market with
the use of Allsoft Ecommerce fully comply with local
laws.
Allsoft has also synchronized CRM and financial
report data with the vendor’s analytical systems.
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Cybersecurity
Softline has one of the most professional cybersecurity teams in Russia.
Each year we deliver hundreds of industry and business-specific projects.
Our portfolio includes a broad range of affordable high-quality solutions
that include deployment and maintenance. Furthermore, we have all the
necessary government authorizations to deal with security issues.

Security-as-a-service

Data Security Auditing Department

•
•

•
•
•

Security Operations Center (SOC)
Managed Security Services (MSS)

Software Delivery
•
•

Top partner statuses from famous security vendors
We can deliver both well-known and exotic solutions

•
•

License for cybersecurity services held since 2005
Over 1500 cybersecurity projects completed since 2010

Education Center
•
•
•
•

14

No.1 in the corporate education market
Over 100 information security courses
Testing centers in 11 Russian and 12 CIS cities
Off-line training and distance learning in any city

Service Center
•
•
•

System Integration

Over 180 systems certified since 2015
Our own test site
Consultations on getting licenses from the Federal Security
Service (FSS) and the Federal Service for Technical and
Export Control (FSTEC)

24x7 technical support
Over 200 vendors supported
Over 150 certified engineers and administrators

Our Licenses
•
•
•
•

A FSTEC license for cybersecurity projects and compliance
audits
FSS licenses for data encryption tools
FSTEC and FSS licenses for the protection of state secrets
FSTEC accreditation
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SOFTLINE HAS PASSED AN AUDIT
FOR COMPLIANCE WITH THE
ISO 27001 INFORMATION SECURITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.

50+ ENGINEERS
15+ CITIES
+44 (20) 4577 1222
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Cybersecurity Services
Design

INFRASTRUCTURE

There is no perfect information security system that would fit
any architecture. We tailor our security systems to customer
requirements and tasks. At the concept planning stage, we
help clients analyze risks and develop a cybersecurity policy
that would guide detailed development and the selection of
specific solutions.

Pilot Projects
Live testing is the best way to choose the right technologies
and conduct a feasibility study for a project. The pilot projects
we carry out to evaluate a particular solution require minimum
involvement from the customer’s IT and cybersecurity staff.

Delivery
Deploying a cybersecurity system means more than installing
and configuring hardware and software. We launch workflows
for our customers, develop manuals and standard operating
procedures for various employee roles. If necessary, we can
certify the system for regulatory compliance.

Technical Support
Cybersecurity systems do their job well when they are properly operated and continuously upgraded. We perform their
diagnostics and troubleshooting, help customers tackle administration and management issues, perform scheduled and
preventive maintenance as well as provide user support.

Managed Services
In-house cybersecurity provisioning may often be impractical
due to the high cost of design and solutions, as well as the
need to retain expensive specialists. For cost efficiency, we
offer security-as-a-service subscriptions that currently include
much-praised DLP and SOC services, with more to follow in
due course.
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• Secure workplace
• Network security
(NGFW, IPS, АТР,
management)
• Cloud security
(CASB)
• Secure
communication
channels (VPN)
• Change auditing
• Secure
collaboration
• Database
protection (DAM)
• Mobile security
(IOM, EMM)
• Integrity
monitoring
• Email and web
traffic security
Data security
• Employee
training/testing
(awareness)
• Data protection
(DLP)
• Access
management (IDM,
RAM, PIM, 2FA)
• Data encryption
APPLICATION
SECURITY
• Code inspection
• Vulnerability
management
system
• Application
security (WAF)
• Configuration
management
• Penetration testing

+44 (20) 4577 1222

Protection Of Stavropol
Administration From Cyber
Threats

Softline has upgraded the information
security system for Stavropol City Hall
with the use of solutions from Infotecs
and Security Code. The upgraded
system has already been certified for
compliance with all government regulations. The project included follow-up
support and maintenance.

Comprehensive
Information Security for
STROYLESBANK

We have deployed an advanced threat
prevention system based on Kaspersky Lab solutions for STROYLESBANK,
a commercial bank. The new system
features round-the-clock monitoring
for automatic detection/prevention of
sophisticated targeted attacks and for
the analysis of various threats.

www.softline.com

Security
Operation Center
The task of a Security Operations Center (SOC) is to detect and prevent cyber incidents
at a new level of reliability by uniting technologies, processes, and human expertise.
Only a handful of large companies can afford an in-house SOC, since such centers are
expensive to develop, operate and upgrade. Moreover, they need a team of well-paid
and hard-to-find analysts for 24x7 information processing. All over the world, most clients prefer connecting to third-party SOCs that are already available.
Softline’s Infosecurity SOC (ISOC) is a remarkable option in this regard. Security event
data delivered from the customer’s infrastructure to ISOC are analyzed to detect incidents and launch the response systems. Thanks to round-the-clock security monitoring,
extensive consultations and the online analysis of hosts, we can identify and eliminate
the root causes of incidents. Rather than just alerting the client to a threat, ISOC does
the entire job of investigating and blocking it.

Why ISOC?
Technologies. Powered by open-source and proprietary solutions, ISOC is continuously
being updated to counter the latest threats.
Processes. ISOC leverages meticulously developed and configured security event management processes to handle events from over 70 thousand sources.
People. Our team includes analysts, incident monitoring and response teams, and software developers that keep bringing further improvements to ISOC components. People
are a major resource standing behind the highly efficient ISOC offered by Softline.

Project of the Year 2019
The Global CIO IT community named the SBI project
The Best Security Solution of 2019.
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A Giant Transport Leasing
Company Transforms Its
Cybersecurity Event Collection
And Analysis System Into a
Turnkey Soc-As-A-Service.

Infosecurity (part of Softline Group) has
built a comprehensive SOC-as-a-Service
solution for State Transport Leasing
Company (GTLK) based on the customer’s
SIEM system. The company can now get
in-depth security analytics and employ
state-of-the-art methodologies for 24*7
incident management.

Sbi Bank: Isoc Protects
Customer Data

The Bank’s subscription to a cloud data
security system operated by Softline
ensures solid protection of customer data
for the growing number of its individual
and corporate clients.
As expected by the client, this high-tech
system is fast, efficient and user-friendly;
it also does not affect the productivity and
quality of the bank’s business processes.
Powered by Big Data technologies, it collects information on at least 10 thousand
security events a second in real time.

www.softline.com
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Regulatory Compliance
We help customers comply
with the requirements of
Federal Laws No. 152 and
187, EU’s General Data Protection Regulation, Bank
of Russia’s Cybersecurity
Standard for Banking Institutions and Directives No.
382P, 683 and 684P.

Many of our customers need to demonstrate their compliance with legal requirements to cybersecurity. This is particularly true for government agencies, financial
and healthcare organizations.
Our regulatory compliance projects include an audit of the current security status, selection and deployment of certified cybersecurity tools, introduction of the
necessary organizational changes, preparation of a formal description of business
processes, and passing audit and certification by supervising agencies such as the
Federal Service for Supervision of Communications, Information Technology and
Mass Media, the Federal Security Service, and the Federal Service for Technical and
Export Control.

Critical IT Infrastructure Security
Critical IT infrastructure (CITI) includes systems, networks, and other IT facilities
whose failure may have serious political, social, environmental or other implications.
Federal Law No. 187 imposes mandatory requirements to the security of such systems. The management of companies operating CITI faces punishment for non-compliance with this law, including criminal prosecution.
Sectors that have a broad range of CITI facilities include manufacturing (defense,
mining, the chemical industry, etc.), energy, healthcare, transportation, and banking.
Softline has extensive experience with projects related to critical information systems and networks. One of our advantages is the use of vendor-agnostic Front-End
Engineering Design.

We offer our customers a full range of CITI
protection:
• CITI system classification
• Design and delivery of security solutions
• Getting FSTEC certification for compliance
with Federal Law No. 187.
• Connection to the State Computer Attack
Detection, Prevention, and Mitigation
system (GosSOPKA) that connects
territorially distributed centers for sharing
information on cyberattacks.

Penetration Testing
The only way of checking the strength of an information
security perimeter is to try to hack it. It is far less costly to
test existing systems than deal with the consequences of a
data leak or reputational damage.
A penetration test involves simulation of various types of
cyberattacks, system hacking, phishing, social engineering
tricks, and much more. Penetration tests help protect corporate assets without overspending. Once you identify vulnerabilities before hackers or competitors do, you will be able
to take immediate preventive action; moreover, the company
will have a clear investment plan for its security systems
upgrade based on a professional assessment.
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ETHIC:

External Threats &
Human Intelligence Center

ETHIC is a service designed to identify potential threats from the Internet by assessing
the situation beyond the corporate perimeter. It detects leaks that have already taken
place, monitors the information background, and provides a bigger picture of a particular company’s threat landscape.
The key feature of ETHIC is that the customer can select an optimal combination of up
to 10 modules.
• “Management” finds fake profiles of
• “Services” searches for illegal service
the customer’s senior management and
offerings that may harm the customer’s
key employees.
business. It covers social networks,
messengers and hacker websites.
• “Legal Entities”—searches for
information about the illegal sale
• “Phishing” identifies domain names
of bogus corporations and sole
that can be used for unlawful activities
proprietorships that can be used as
against the company.
fictitious contractors.
• “Leaks” looks for Web publications of
• “Employees” helps identify staff
the customer’s information assets.
members who are looking for a new
• “Negativity” finds adverse and
job.
compromising publications on paying
• “Mobile Fraud” detects phishing
review sites, review aggregators,
programs in mobile app stores.
Telegram channels, and social
networks.
• “Verification” can quickly collect data
on an individual or a company from
• “Brand name” detects brand name
public sources.
misuse in social networks and
messengers.

Skb Bank Tests Ethic

SKB Bank has tested ETHIC: External
Threats & Human Intelligence Center in a
pilot project. The ETHIC service provides
comprehensive control and identification
of digital threats to the business. The
bank has appreciated the full functionality
of this solution for proactive protection
against fraud, and a full-scale project is
now under consideration.

Darvvin
This service identifies social threats in the teenager community well before they can
inflict any harm. The service features the following modules:
• “Illegal Actions” exposes instigators
• “Shooting” identifies groups,
who provoke teenagers to act
communities, and forums focusing on
aggressively or participate in unlawful
attacks and assaults, as well as active
events.
contributors to such communities.
• “Extortion” identifies any illegal
• “Suicidal Tendencies” searches for
collection of money on the Internet for
web resources that promote suicide,
the needs of a school, grade or group.
provocateurs, and schoolchildren who
are interested in the subject.
• “Ranking” generates a list of
educational institutions ranked by the
• “Drugs” searches for drug-related
total number of incidents identified.
thematic groups, communities, and
teenagers.
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The Darvvin system is
provided as an out-ofthe-box subscriptionbased service.

www.softline.com
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Cloud Solutions

and IT Infrastructure
As a Service
Co-location

IaaS

DaaS

Hardware hosting. We can allocate rack space
for the customer’s hardware at our data center
and provide power and cooling. The customer
has direct access to collocated systems, keeps
full control of hardware and software, while enjoying a greater level of security and reliability.

Infrastructure as a service.
Leased servers, data storage,
switches, and other hardware
may be located either at a remote
data center or on-premises.
Public cloud, private cloud and
hybrid solutions are offered.

Desktop as a service

HaaS/ Dedicated

PaaS

SaaS

Hardware rental. The client is responsible only for virtualization, customer applications, and the operating system. The hardware is owned by the
provider and covered by an SLA. Buyout options are available.

The solutions are almost entirely managed by the provider.

Provided by the customer

Customer
devices

Customer
devices

Customer
devices

Customer
devices

Applications

Applications

Applications

Applications

Data

Data

Data

Data

Runtime environment

Runtime environment

Runtime environment

OS

OS

OS

Virtualization

Virtualization

Servers
Storage
Network

Hosting

Customer
devices

Applications
Data

Runtime environment

Runtime environment

OS

OS

Virtualization

Virtualization

Virtualization

Servers

Servers

Servers

Servers

Storage

Storage

Storage

Storage

Network

Network

Network

Network

Hosting

Hosting

Hosting

Hosting
Supplied by the service provider
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active
customers

Guaranteed SLAs
and technical support

Physical security
provided by data center
operators meets
the PCI DSS standard

Skilled engineers stationed
across Russia

Access rights to customer data
and applications are restricted
to Softline engineers

Everything your infrastructure needs
Virtualization environments (VMware, Citrix,
Microsoft, etc.),
Server and workstation
operating systems
Virtual resource monitoring software
Services (unified communications, printing,
DBMS, etc.)

Six data centers in Russia:
Moscow (2),
St. Petersburg,
Novosibirsk,
Ekaterinburg,
and Kazan.

Rosvodokanal is Upgrading its
IT Infrastructure with Softline
Cloud Services

Rosvodokanal Group is the largest Russian
private operator of water supply and sewage treatment facilities that collaborates
with the government in the modernization
of the municipal utilities infrastructure.
Rosvodokanal has subsidiaries in Arkhangelsk, Voronezh, Krasnodar, Orenburg,
Barnaul, Tyumen, and Omsk.
To expand its business to other regions
of the country, Rosvodokanal needed
to upgrade its IT infrastructure. Softline
offered a multifunctional IaaS solution
based on its own public cloud and dedicated servers. This means access to a far
superior infrastructure, a greater stability
of critical services and lower expenditures
on compute resources thanks to flexible
payment terms.

A Major Construction
Company Moves 1C to the
Softline Cloud

When SK 10, a construction company
from Rostov, started facing the need to
update its servers, the original idea was
to have them replaced. Softline experts
prepared a comparison of various options including cash purchase, paying
in installments, leasing and rental of
cloud resources. The company chose to
migrate to the cloud.
As a result of migration, the company
has optimized its 1C infrastructure. The
pay-as-you go agreement gives it an
opportunity for flexible cloud capacity management to ensure optimum
operation.

Hardware PCs, monitors, laptops, thin clients, and peripherals

+44 (20) 4577 1222
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Softline
vCloud
Softline vCloud is a multi-purpose virtual data center. This resilient cloud infrastructure is powered by the cutting-edge VMware virtualization technology. It is hosted on Softline’s TIER III
data centers in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Kazan, Ekaterinburg,
and Novosibirsk or on partner facilities.

Use Scenarios

Virtual Cluster For Mybox

• Hot standby systems
• Hybrid scenarios:
• On-demand resources for handling peak workloads
• Additional capacity for new projects
• Part of the infrastructure under a multicloud strategy
• Development or testing environments
• Deployment of resource-intensive applications such as SAP, 1C and
more.
• Hosting business-critical data and applications
• Replacement for the on-premises infrastructure
DISASTER-PROOF
DISTRIBUTED
LOCATION. You can

host virtual machines
on both Moscow sites
and link them with an L2
network to build a costefficient solution that is
both fault-tolerant and
disaster-proof.
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A WIDE RANGE OF
CLOUD SERVICES.

The cloud can be
integrated with services
such as BaaS, dedicated
HaaS, colocation, VDI,
virtual office, and many
others.

DATA PROTECTION
IN SOFTLINE
VCloud. We can build

a virtual infrastructure
compliant with the
requirements of Federal
Law No. 152.

+44 (20) 4577 1222

MYBOX, a federal healthy fast-food
chain, needed the cloud to host its
business intelligence and business process modeling systems. The company
wanted a fault-tolerant solution for
dynamic resource management without
and major expenditures on hardware
upgrades. After testing several cloud
platforms, the customer chose Softline
vCloud as the most cost-efficient
solution. Following a trial period when
several auxiliary services were running
in the cloud cluster, MYBOX management decided to move more business
applications to vCloud. The company
is now considering complete migration
of its infrastructure and supporting
resources to the virtual data center.

www.softline.com

Technical Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two non-intersecting fiber optic channels between sites with dark fiber available on request
FlexPod -based cloud architecture
Cisco UCS servers with 2.6 GHz processors and a separate cluster with 3.0 GHz processors for
high-load applications
NetApp, Infinidat, and DellEMC storage systems
All servers and storages are connected via 10G Ethernet
L2 or L3 networking is available to connect collocated, dedicated or on-premises systems
vCloud Director Extender to connect the cloud to the local infrastructure
Perimeter protection with a VMware NSX EDGE virtual firewall

Softline
Virtual Office
This cloud environment enables personal work and collaboration for all employees without the hassle of deploying and
maintaining an on-premises communications infrastructure, giving you more time and resources to focus on core
business.
A virtual office will be particularly useful for geographically distributed businesses or
companies with remote employees. A unified environment for information sharing, storage, processing, and transfer enables seamless long-distance communication.

Service components
Corporate email
powered by Microsoft Exchange
Server

Skype for Business as an integrated communications platform
(messaging, video
and audio calls);
SIP trunking to
connect to the
PSTN

Subscription to
Microsoft Office
applications

+44 (20) 4577 1222

1 TB cloud storage

Antivirus and
antispam services

www.softline.com
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Softline Managed
Services for

Migration to
Microsoft Azure,
AWS and Google
Cloud

Cloud technology is a principal engine of digital transformation. Transferring workloads to the cloud brings benefits in key areas such as:

BUSINESS FLEXIBILITY. The cloud makes

sophisticated technologies (BI, big data, IoT) less
costly and allows their
faster deployment.

COST STRUCTURE
TRANSFORMATION.

You will be able to reduce
the CAPEX/OPEX ratio as
well as overall IT expenditure.

general, the cloud outperforms on-premises
architectures in terms of
business continuity, data
protection, and regulatory
compliance.

RESOLUTION OF
LICENSING PROBLEMS. The platform and

all its application versions
are up to date at all times.
Therefore, you can forget
about the renewal of
contracts and the end of
support for software.

Full-featured Azure-based SAP Disaster
Recovery System for a Leading Indian
Textile Manufacturer

Google Cloud Platform
for the Dasha.AI project

The Dasha.AI project team is developing voice-enabled
artificial intelligence for numerous business purposes
such as recruitment, market surveys, market research,
order acceptance/sorting and consulting. A multifunctional robot can replace entire call centers, and 98% of
the audience would not be able to tell the difference
between the virtual machine and a human.
The company decided to migrate to the cloud as a
powerful means of advancing and refining the robot’s
ability for speech recognition and the filtering or irrelevant messages. Softline experts suggested the Google
Cloud Platform.
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SECURITY AND
COMPLIANCE. In

Mafatlal Industries Ltd. has been producing a broad
range of textiles since 1905. SAP S/4Hana, the backbone ERP system for the entire company, needed
real-time redundancy to mitigate any possible risks.
A joint team of IT engineers from Mafatlal, Softline and
Microsoft has developed a high-availability solution
powered by Azure Native Synchronization SAP that
combines local SAP operational infrastructure with a
cloud-based disaster recovery system. The system’s
RTO is less than 30 minutes and its RPO is less than 10
minutes.
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Cloud Migration Services By Softline
Assessment

Migration

Comprehensive assessment of the
current on-premises environment
with automated measurement of
workloads. We estimate the real
ownership cost of the infrastructure, prepare a migration plan,
and conduct a feasibility study for
migration.

We move the actual VMs,
applications, databases, and
network components to the
cloud, test them, and then turn
off the running local systems.

Management

Security

Our cloud management center can
help you meet all the cloud infrastructure maintenance challenges.
We can assume responsibility for
monitoring, technical support,
compliance management, and cost
optimization.

We protect the cloud infrastructure, including operating
systems, networks, applications, and databases. Our
service includes incident alerts,
response, mitigation, and investigation.

#1

in the CNews Analytics
ranking “Largest IaaS
Providers
in Russia 2020”

Listed in

ТОP-3

in the CNews Analytics
ranking “The largest
SaaS providers
in Russia 2020”
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State-of-the-art
Infrastructure
Everything around us, from manufacturing and finance to management
and customer relations, has been gradually migrating to the digital world.
This evolution generates petabytes of data and billions of requests to websites that need to be processed by our customers, who require a secure and
cost-efficient IT infrastructure to achieve their goals.
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Our vision of state-of-the-art

IT Infrastructure

OWN DATA CENTER VS. THE PROVIDER’S DATA
CENTER. The choice between these two options
depends on the situation. The third one, the
hybrid solution, means on-premises location for
the most vital components, and the cloud for the
rest.

FAULT-TOLERANT AND MANAGEABLE. A data
center must keep running regardless of any
emergencies. This is achieved by using redundant
power supply and HVAC systems, and even a hot
standby data center.

SCALABLE AND FLEXIBLE. Creating and
configuring new servers and data storage systems
in a virtual infrastructure is a matter of a few
minutes. If your on-premises resources are running
low, additional cloud capacity can be provisioned in
no time.

COST-EFFICIENT. IT infrastructure expenditures
should match actual consumption, while capital
costs ought to be kept as low as possible.

+44 (20) 4577 1222
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Core Infrastructure
Core infrastructures that we
design and build for our customers on a turnkey basis are
fully scalable and upgradable.
Our services include:
• Hardware selection
• Hardware delivery,
installation, configuration,
and commissioning
• Active Directory and
corporate email installation
• Installation of a centralized
update service, printing and
file services
• Support and maintenance

Core IT infrastructure is a set of basic IT services and systems
that provides essential business capabilities for the company.
Core infrastructure includes hardware (storage, network
equipment, VCS, personal and mobile systems, and printers),
the Active Directory service, a centralized update service,
printing and file services, and an email system.
Traffic Balancing Solution For Kondaneft

Kondaneft Oil Company is a subsidiary of Rosneft, the flagship of the Russian oil industry. The company needed a traffic balancing solution for its mature IT infrastructure.
Softline suggested a combined system from HPE and Fortinet, delivered the DL360 and
DL380 servers and the MSA2050 storage system. Our engineers then installed the FortiMail secure email gateway for traffic balancing.

Launch Of The Russian-Tatar Neural Machine Translator

The Institute of Applied Semiotics of the Tatarstan Academy of Sciences is studying a
wide range of AI-related subjects. To promote the Tatar language and culture, it has developed several products including a speech synthesizer, an electronic Tatar text corpus,
a thesaurus of social and political terms, and an electronic atlas of local dialects.
Large-scale projects, such as neural machine translation, speech synthesis and analysis,
required significant computing resources. The NVIDIA DGX-1 supercomputer for AI tasks
recommended by Softline turned out to be the best option.The NVIDIA deep learning
software stack can be mastered by users in a single day without losing time on the integration and configuration of the infrastructure.
The NVIDIA DGX-1 system has been already used to develop and launch a publicly available service for machine translation from Russian into Tatar and vice versa.

IT Infrastructure Monitoring System Powered By PRTG
For August Company

Softline has installed a centralized IT infrastructure monitoring system for August JSC,
the largest pesticide manufacturer in Russia. PRTG Network Monitor provides a single
window to track the IT infrastructure status at the headquarters and remote offices for
faster incident response and improved system stability.
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Network Infrastructure
Softline designs and builds state-of-the-art networking and
telecom solutions, and delivers networking equipment from
leading global vendors.

Network design and installation

Networks that we create
meet the needs of a modern
business, as they can handle
heavy traffic of complex data,
as well as support employee
mobility and resource-intensive big data applications.

We help customers build reliable, modern, and cost-efficient computer networks
with variable bandwidth. Softline provides a full range of services including selection,
design, configuration, and support of networking hardware. We also design and install
multi-purpose copper-based structured cabling, office and backbone optic fiber systems, and wireless access solutions.

Wireless access
The Wi-Fi networks that we design and install are an ideal enterprise-level solution.
Custom-selected hardware, the right positioning of access points, a meticulous calculation of the coverage zone and access point workloads, as well as the use of radio
interference suppression help us build excellent networks featuring fast connection,
high speed, and low latency.

Virtualization
Virtualization scenarios that we develop for our customers
lead to clear and tangible results such as a flexible and
dynamic infrastructure, cost minimization and business
growth. Our expertise covers server, storage, network, and
workplace virtualization.
Virtual Workplaces For Paritetbank In Belarus

Softline offers a wide choice
of server, desktop, and application virtualization solutions,
virtual environment security
and governance systems, as
well as software and hardware
(storage, thin and zero clients)
for virtual environments. Our
virtualization products are
based on platforms from VMware, Citrix and Microsoft.

Paritetbank has been providing financial services to individuals and organizations
for over 20 years. Since its multiple offices are geographically scattered, workplace
administration was becoming more and more of a problem. The bank decided to move
to desktop virtualization to reduce workstation maintenance costs and improve data
security.
Softline experts suggested a VDI solution based on VMware Horizon.
The new digital platform provides secure access to the bank’s internal systems from
thin clients and PC’s in an integrated work environment. The IT department can use a
user-friendly dashboard to monitor the entire virtual infrastructure, promptly detect
and address malfunctioning, and configure standard security policies for virtual desktops.
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HVAC, Power Supply,
Cabling, Control & Security
Our projects for datacenters and buildings
cover the design and remodeling of premises,
power supply, HVAC, cabling, operational
control, and security.

Infrastructure
for data centers

• Design license

We have all the qualification and experience to deliver even the most sophisticated projects including
the construction and optimization of engineering
systems and their integration with the hardware and
software at the data center.
• Cooling systems
• Power supply systems
• HVAC systems
• Server racks and cabling
• Engineering structures
• Structured cabling

Building the infrastructure
We do the entire job, from front end engineering design to training the customer’s operators to
work with modern engineering systems. We rely on
building information modeling (BIM) to simplify the
construction and installation as well as future maintenance of the building.
• HVAC systems
• Dispatching and monitoring
• Comprehensive security
• Construction
• Structured cabling
• Power supply systems
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Our
licenses

Data Center Modernization
at Progress Rocket and
Space Center

• Construction
license

• Fire safety
license

• License for IT
infrastructure
operation

+44 (20) 4577 1222

The Progress Rocket and Space Center
is one of the leaders of the Russian
aerospace industry headquartered in
Samara. In order to meet the growing
demand for computing resources and
handle the increasing data traffic, the
company decided to replace its old
data center.
Softline experts have designed and
constructed the engineering infrastructure of the new facility including the
structured cabling system, network
infrastructure, monitoring and video
surveillance systems, automatic gas
removal and fire suppression systems,
HVAC, and water supply systems.
Most of the infrastructure was based
on Huawei components.
The customer soon received a new
state-of-the-art data center that is
powerful enough to handle current
tasks as well as projects planned for
the next five to seven years.
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Enterprise Mobility
We install mobile device management systems
that protect data on devices outside of the customer’s network and monitor their status.

Mobile Device Management Platform
For Bps-Sberbank

Apple Practice
Apple Practice is a Softline team specializing in the integration of
Apple technologies with business processes of any scale.
• The world’s best scenarios for using Apple solutions in business
• Consultations with experts from both Softline and Apple
• Ample experience with multi-vendor projects involving Apple
solutions
• Support and services: from business process optimization to
security and risk management

ITSM

Systems

ITSM (IT Service Management) is a process
approach to the provision and use of
information technologies. ITSM focuses on
customer needs and services rather than
on technologies as such. The fundamental
concepts of ITSM are service and service level
agreements.
This service-oriented method works well not only with IT but also
with the automation of operations and processes at the department
level and the introduction of consolidated corporate service centers.
Softline delivers the following kinds of ITSM projects.
• Service Desk systems deployment. Audit, design, and
automation of IT management processes in line with ITIL best
practices. Creation of a centralized IT asset database.
• Automation of service functions. Design and installation of
request management systems for non-IT departments (HR,
financial and legal services, administrative division, QA services,
call centers, etc.)
• IT management consulting (process audit, recommendations for
improvement, assistance in the selection of automation tools).

BPS-Sberbank, part of Sberbank of Russia Group, is one of
the largest banks in Belarus. As the Bank’s infrastructure
and service portfolio were growing, it needed a mobile
platform to optimize the work of employees, attract new
customers, and roll out new services. Such a platform
would include a single management system for all employee-owned mobile devices, as well as a system for secure remote access to internal bank services such as e-mail, CRM,
internal portal for staff, Help Desk, video conferencing, and
demo versions of mobile applications. In addition, the solution had to be compatible with Active Directory and enable
access rights management through domain security groups.
The system also had to be located in the bank’s own data
center and use no cloud services. The project was to cover
more than 500 iOS and Android devices.
Softline provided a trial version of VMware Workspace ONE
for a pilot project. Once it was completed, the system was
installed in the bank’s data center.

Kopeysk Machine-Building Plant Switches
to a Service Management Model Based on
the NAUMEN Platform

Kopeysk Machine-Building Plant is a multi-purpose enterprise that manufactures and supplies to the market more
than 50 types of mining and processing equipment. To
ensure high quality of products and accelerate the production process, the Plant transforms its activities. The key
transformation initiative was a comprehensive project on
streamlining and automating the service processes throughout the enterprise.
The Naumen Service Desk platform was chosen as a solution for IT service optimization because it consolidates the
existing workflows and in a unified integration environment
for end-to-end process management.
In the course of the project, Softline experts have streamlined the processes of incident, service request, change,
and configuration management. They have created a Service Desk, prepared and automated the service catalog, and
developed reporting forms. About 1000 users have been
connected to the new system.
The project implemented by Softline has helped the customer to switch to a service-oriented management model
and increased business profitability.
The project for the deployment of Naumen Service Desk in
Kopeysk Machine-Building Plant received a special prize at
the ITSM Project of the Year 2018 contest (itSMF Russia)
for the implementation of the service-oriented approach in
the real economy sector.
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Telephony And
Contact Centers
We create telephony solutions of any scale: from small office PBXs that enable unified
communications to distributed networks spanning the whole country, and from virtual
receptionist systems to highly automated contact centers integrated with corporate systems.
Our goal is to provide companies with quality client communication tools at a reasonable cost.

Contact Centers
Any business wants to handle customer
requests as efficiently as possible. Now
look at contact centers built by Softline.
They boast features like automatic request distribution, integration with CRM
systems, message logging, omnichannel
architecture, outbound telemarketing
management, and a work planner for
operators with details on shifts, breaks,
and vacations. Speech recognition and
generation, request analysis and categorization, and voice recognition systems are
also becoming increasingly popular and
can be added upon request.
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Info On Social Services
Available From Call Center In
Novosibirsk

Softline has created a call centre information system for the Novosibirsk department of social policy. All the data on municipal social services and their providers
are now consolidated in the system of the
City Information Service call center, so city
residents can get comprehensive info and
advice on any issues in a single call.
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Improving Remote
Communication For
Employees Of The Belarusian
Railway

The Belarusian Railway needed a single
platform that would facilitate communication among specialists located across the
country and sometimes abroad. Softline
recommended and subsequently installed
Microsoft Skype for Business that has
vastly improved communication between
staff, reduced long-distance charges and
IT infrastructure costs.

www.softline.com

Multimedia
Systems
Our video systems for conference halls, meeting
rooms, dispatch and command centers are designed to
conduct video conferences with the highest quality and
reliability, make spectacular presentations, and instantly
get in touch, if needed.

Command Centers
Multimedia technologies in rapid-response
command centers provide a communication channel for special forces and help
them quickly make informed decisions.
Such centers process information from
video surveillance systems and communicate with government authorities and
law enforcement agencies. All command
centers built by Softline are certified for
compliance with security regulations.
Russian-made videoconferencing system
for medical institutions in the Transbaikal
region

Remote Interactive
Presentation With The Use Of
Softline Cloud Resources

At the Eastern Economic Forum-2019, the
team of the Academic Medical Information
and Analytical Center presented its Smart
Mini-Clinic. During the presentation,
medical specialists from the First Moscow
State Medical University and the Federal
Research Center for Fundamental and
Translational Medicine (Novosibirsk) were
examining patients online, establishing
diagnoses, performing ultrasound imaging,
otoscopy, laryngoscopy, and colposcopy
in real-time.
The customer’s IT resources were hosted
in the Softline cloud located in its Novosibirsk data center. Up to five specialists
from Moscow and Novosibirsk were
providing medical advice simultaneously,
while the forum participants in Vladivostok were watching the presentation. The
powerful Softline cloud system ensured
excellent video and audio quality, so the
audience got a good idea of almost all the
functions of the pilot Smart Mini-Clinic in
Moscow.

Softline can do any job from cable laying to
configuration of specialized software. We also
have valuable industry-specific experience in
areas such as education, government and law
enforcement.

Efficient Communication
System For Slavyanka Group

Slavyanka Group, one of the oldest
confectionery enterprises in Russia, is
included in the list of top-50 confectionery companies worldwide. This holding
has a geographically distributed structure
with headquarters in Stary Oskol and four
factories in various regions. Until recently, the company used several disparate
videoconferencing systems that failed to
meet current business standards. Softline
was chosen to deliver a replacement and
recommended a flexible solution included
in the Cisco Collaboration suite.
The system has already been installed at
the headquarters of Slavyanka Group, and
will soon extend to all its subsidiaries. Users can securely connect to this videoconferencing platform from various devices.
Remote interactive presentation with the
use of Softline cloud resources
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The Videoconferencing
System Operated By The
Medical Information And
Analytical Center Of The
Transbaikal

Region Is used by 60+ hospitals and a
number of associated organizations that
are often located in remote areas. At
some point the system became clearly obsolete in terms of functionality, the number of meeting participants and communication quality. Softline has replaced it with
a video conferencing system from Vinteo,
a Russian company, that relies on popular SIP and H.323 protocols and can be
integrated with most other VCS. This value
solution is based on the Russian-made
Depo server and requires no additional
expensive hardware.

www.softline.com
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Managed Services.
Technical Support
And Outsourcing
Our service
center

400+
engineers

95+
cities

languages

24 hours a day,
7 days a week,
12 months a year
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Our technical support team helps customers
enjoy a high availability and solid performance of their infrastructure, applications,
and services. We have knowledgeable certified personnel on board as well as all the resources and facilities needed for professional
assistance.
Softline provides several multi-vendor support plans from basic to premium.

Support Services
•
•

•

Work in

4

Technical Support

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24x7 dedicated phone line, email, and
Service Desk support.
Access to suppliers’ technical support
sites (request monitoring, progress
tracking, and forums with engineers).
Consultations on installation, setup,
technical issues, configuration, and
administration for customer staff.
Remote connection sessions to provide
support
Virtual bench simulation of the customer’s
infrastructure to solve problems.
Incident escalation to the vendor level.
Statistical reports on requests.
Emergency on-site visits.
On-site preventive maintenance.
Assignment of dedicated technical
experts to the customer.
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Service partnership

200+

with
global manufacturers

IT Operation
Outsourcing
Outsourcing of routine tasks allows the
customer’s engineers to focus on value-added activities. Service standardization, quality assurance, reporting, analysis,
optimization, and proactive measures
reduce operating costs, increase reliability
and improve infrastructure performance.
Infrastructure outsourcing includes an
initial audit, negotiations on the level of
service, building a team for the transition period, reaching agreement on the
time frame and organizational/technical
measures during this period. Full-scale
outsourcing starts with due consideration
of recommendations and conclusions
made in the course of transition.

www.softline.com

Softline Premier Services
Softline Premier Services are aimed at
proactively improving the maturity, stability,
performance and security of infrastructures
that leverage Microsoft solutions.
Softline Premier Services guarantee stable
risk-free performance and the highest possible return on investment in IT products.
Softline professionals equipped with
specially designed tools carry out all the
work on-site. Each service has a formal
description that specifies its concrete result,
ultimate value and delivery timeframe.

Key Areas
INFRASTRUCTURE AUDIT for compliance with the vendor’s best practices,
industry standards and infrastructure support requirements.
PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION, especially for enterprise solutions powered
by SQL Server.
CYBERSECURITY SERVICES. Our engineers know the typical vulnerabilities
of Microsoft products and have ready-to-use solutions to protect the
infrastructure from all known types of attacks.
CREATING DISASTER RECOVERY DOCUMENTATION. These documents
provide guidance for in-house IT staff in situations when data are damaged
or lost.
Our services also include training. We offer proprietary courses that take
in-house IT staff on a deep dive into concrete subjects such as performance
analysis, infrastructure protection, and product-specific troubleshooting.

Streamlined Printing Services
An average office has more than ten printers whose operation may cause quite a
few problems:
Printers may not be not properly
monitored. The result is erratic
spending, difficulties in purchase
planning, lack of optimization and
substantial downtime before repairs.
Unauthorized printing carries a risk of
sensitive data leaks, documents left
unattended near the printer, a line of
people near one printer while another
machine is idle
Lax controls over printing may
mean that too many documents are
printed in color, machines are used
for personal purposes, and costs by
employee and department are hard to
track.
Outsource your printing to Softline to
address all these issues.

Supplies
Services

Basic Remote
Services

Advanced
Remote Services

Delivery of equipment,
consumables, and
spare parts.

Maintaining a sufficient stock of consumables and spare parts.

Remote troubleshooting to proactively
provide consumables/
spare parts for fast
resumption of printing

Managed Print
Services

Next Generation
Managed Print
Services

Continuous remote
monitoring and analysis of the printing infrastructure to prevent
problems, reduce risks
and perform timely
upgrades..

Regular workflow
analysis to improve its
security, efficiency, and
mobility with the help
of new solutions and
processes.
Automation of routine
tasks for even better
business performance.
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Smart Enterprise
One way of boosting efficiency with digital technologies is the use of
ground-breaking business models. We are confident that innovative scenarios can be applied to any field. We help our clients make their business
smarter by revamping processes on the basis of all the available data. We
supply intelligent systems for a variety of industries.
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Our vision of a Smart
•

Enterprise

A SE COLLECTS VAST AMOUNTS OF DATA ON
ALL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS. Any smart
enterprise must rely on data analysis. Sensors, video
cameras, and RFID tags can deliver terabytes of
valuable information that could be used to improve
management, enhance security and control costs.

•

•

A SE KNOWS HOW TO EXTRACT
MEANINGFUL INFORMATION FROM
RAW DATA. We help our clients perform
a proper analysis of operational data
arrays from various perspectives and
reveal the patterns and anomalies that
may be hidden behind these data.

A SE RELIES ON TRUSTWORTHY INFORMATION.
With a detailed idea of the current situation, smart
enterprises make wise managerial decisions, launch
the right products and services, reduce costs, and
even forecast future developments.

•

A SE IS PERENNIALLY IN SEARCH
OF WAYS TO BOOST EFFICIENCY.
Knowledge-driven businesses are
much more capable of improving their
performance, increasing revenue and
reducing costs.

+44 (20) 4577 1222
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Remote Work
For Businesses
The advent of mass remote work has caught many companies offguard. They had to make urgent changes to their business processes,
organize remote access for staff and provide remote workplace
security. Softline has prepared a solution package to help businesses
adapt to the new reality. Our solutions and services will let you
continue business at the same pace, guarantee security and keep
employee morale high.

IT Infrastructure: Remote Workplace Setup
• Technical support. Information system recovery,
infrastructure load balancing.
• Setting up fully functional remote workplaces for
employees without a company-owned laptop or home PC.
• Safe and easy remote access with Aruba. Software and
hardware for secure remote access to the corporate
environment via VPN.
• Remote work security with CISCO. Reliable communication
and security tools with extended trial periods.
• NVIDIA: resource-intensive tasks in remote work
environment. From cloud-based GPU virtualization to the
design of powerful machine learning platforms.
• Citrix remote work solutions. Prevent infrastructure
overloading due to a growing number of users.
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•

•
•
•

•

Micro Focus: solve problems with peak data traffic. Internal
and external application scaling to ensure availability and
convenience for remote users.
HP TechPulse: remote workplace monitoring for early
identification of any IT problems.
IBM solutions for remote work minimize disruptions and
ensure IT infrastructure resilience.
Unify: a solution for remote collaboration. Audio/video
conferences, presentations, training, and collaboration on
documents.
Remote Workplace with Apple. Secure enterprise mobility
tools that are easy to deploy, manage, and integrate with
corporate systems.

+44 (20) 4577 1222
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Cybersecurity
For Home Office
•

Remote Work For Businesses
•

Remote work security. Corporate and personal
device protection, employee monitoring,
remote access control, penetration testing, and
awareness-raising.
ESET First Aid Kit includes a two-factor
authentication tool, a DLP system to identify
risks when working from home, and a solution to
scan and recognize all types of threats.
Check Point provides a secure gateway, VPN and
malware protection for remote employees using
PCs or mobile devices.
UserGate, a solution for secure remote work,
has a reverse proxy function for publication
of HTTP/HTTTPS servers, SSL VPN support for
access to corporate resources with two-factor
authentication, and built-in L2TP over IPSEC
client for popular operating systems.

•

•

•

•

Remote Solutions
For The Public Sector
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Microsoft Teams: a fast transition to remote work
VPN Always ON
Windows Virtual Desktop
Azure AD Application Proxy
Remote Desktop Service (RDS) in a local
infrastructure

Made in Russia. Secure remote access, collaboration, and
communications with solutions from the Unified Register of
Russian-made Software.

Cloud Solutions
•

Microsoft
Remote Work Solutions

Directum: go digital. Automate business processes and
document workflow for a seamless transition to remote work.
Remote customer relations management. Providing secure
remote access to key CRM information (customer data,
transactions, activities, documents and more).

•

G Suite, a productivity suite for efficient remote work,
includes a secure corporate email client with spam protection,
video conferencing and chats, synchronized collaboration
on documents, spreadsheets, and presentations, shared
calendars, file storage and much more.
Softline Virtual Office is a cloud service subscription with
monthly payments that includes corporate email, unified
communications, SIP trunking for integration with PSTN, and
malware/spam protection.
VMware Horizon, a workspace virtualization platform with
improved user experience, simplified management, and the
flexibility of the hybrid cloud.

Remote Workplaces
For CAD Specialists
•

We organize remote access to specialized applications and
help customers take advantage of changes in licensing
policies (temporary licenses, home licenses, and license
migration).

Customer Relations
Management

CRM
We install professional systems based on Microsoft
Dynamics 365 CRM platform that integrates tools for
sales, marketing, and customer service.
MS Dynamics 365 CRM-based systems can be deployed
on premises or in the cloud (Microsoft or Softline). The
cloud option provides complete personal data protection as prescribed by law and requires less investment.

Our MS Dynamics 365 CRM
services include:
•
•
•
•
•

Standard installation
Advanced installation
Upgrades
Configuration and deployment audit
Technical support

+44 (20) 4577 1222
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Warehouse
Management
Systems

WMS

Our warehouse management services
•
•
•
•

Logistics audit and consulting.
Warehouse design and construction supervision. Turnkey delivery and
installation of equipment.
Installation, commissioning, support and maintenance of warehouse
automation systems
IT support of automation projects, delivery of special equipment, logistics,
installation and commissioning.

Business Process
Management
We develop workflow management solutions based on
low-code BPM platforms to accelerate the automation of
business processes without hiring dedicated staff.
The main task of a low-code BPM platform is to describe end-to-end business processes to help all users understand when they need to join and what do they need to
do.
BPM solutions save time and resources, reduce costs and improve teamwork, since
all team members have a clear understanding of their tasks and responsibilities
throughout the process.

These automated systems from Softline
offer the following benefits:
• Simplified and more accurate inventory
• Lower labor costs
• Increased warehouse capacity
• Improved customer service

BPM
We offer:
•

•
•

•
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Process analysis, optimization
planning, terms of reference
preparation
Deployment of instruments and
systems
Automation of processes from multiple
systems (marketing, sales, service
desk, planning, accounting, analytics,
and much more) on a single platform
Fast and accurate customization,
expandable features, and scalability

www.softline.com

E-document
Management Systems
E-document management systems from Softline are excellent
at scaling and configuring end-to-end processes in distributed
organizations. An EMS can become the center of an electronic
infrastructure responsible for document storage, integration
with external communications and enterprise accounting
systems, and much more.

Fully digital interaction implies a single ecosystem for employees, processes, content,
and partners. A modern EMS incorporates convenience, smart robotization, a set of
appropriate enterprise solutions, a powerful platform, legal validity of documents, and
omnichannel communications.

Electronic Document
Management System
For Socar in Georgia

Contract Approval
System For AHLERS

The Georgian office of SOCAR, an Azerbaijani state oil company, sought to enhance
the security of corporate documents,
tighten controls over their movement,
reduce processing times, and set up a
better framework for communications with
regional offices.
Softline has deployed a system that generates a single archive with a flexible access
rights setup and enables automation of
document flow processes. The solution
was localized in Georgian and integrated
with the billing system.

AHLERS is a logistics service provider
operating in Russia, the EU, South Asia,
and the Far East. As the company was
growing, so was the amount of work on
contracts. Contract approval procedures
needed to be streamlined, accelerated and
made more transparent.
In contrast to the traditional use of outof-the box software for such projects
in Russia, Softline suggested a custom
system based on Microsoft Office 365
services such as PowerApps, MS Flow and
SharePoint Online. With the new system,
AHLERS can easily control the progress
of contract approval and process various
documents much faster at a minimal IT
cost.

+44 (20) 4577 1222

Typical solutions for the
management of
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Projects
Financial archives
Procurement
Contracts
Meetings
Customer relations
Project workflow
Invoice approval
Exchange of financial and accounting
documents with third parties

Document Management
System For ASSMANN
Beraten + Planen In The
Softline Cloud

ASSMANN Beraten + Planen is a design
and construction management company that has undertaken more than 10
thousand projects worldwide, including
the design and construction of sports facilities, airports, shopping malls, factories
and more.
The company decided to replace its obsolete document management system with
Pilot-ICE—a cutting-edge data storage,
management, and analysis system meeting
the day-to-day needs of a modern design
organization. AASMANN also opted for
a cloud server to facilitate access for its
clients.
The new system hosted in Softline public
cloud took just a few days to launch instead of the standard two or three months
and brought substantial savings for the
company.

www.softline.com
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Business
Intelligence
BI systems installed by Softline
integrate technologies, practices, and
methodologies
aimed at optimizing business management through
productive use of
available data.

Industry-Specific Objectives
Oil And Gas Sector
•

•
•

Cost-benefit analysis
for oil and gas field
development
KPI monitoring
Financial and
management reporting

Retail, FMCG,
Fashion
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Credit scoring, loan
pipeline management,
fraud detection
Customer insights, crossselling
Risk management
Rank-and-file
performance
management
Financial and
management reporting

Manufacturing

Telecom

•

•

•
•
•
•
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Sales management
Demand forecasting and
inventory management
Marketing efficiency
assessment
Sourcing analysis
Staff performance
analysis

Financial Sector

Sales network
management
Production process
monitoring
Financial and
management reporting
Procurement and
inventory management
Staff performance
analysis

+44 (20) 4577 1222

•
•
•
•

Customer behavior
patterns (churn,
expansion)
Sales management
Financial and
management reporting
Risk management (antifraud controls)
Product range and pricing
optimization

www.softline.com

Our systems help answer questions that are fundamental for
any organization:
• Reporting. What was really going on with the business during
the previous month or year?

BI Platform for the Jasper Gold
Jewelry Chain

• Monitoring. What is happening now?
• Analysis. Why do some things happen, and others do not?
• Optimization. How to reduce costs and improve workflow
efficiency?
We offer the entire range of services needed for the introduction of analytical platforms, from a business process audit to
technical support and training.

Examples Of Out-Of-The-Box Solutions:
Demand forecasting and inventory
management
Key objective: supply
chain optimization (to
prevent shortages and
excess inventory) by
means of accurate demand forecasting.

Corporate KPI
monitoring
Key objective: supply
senior and lower-level
management with timely
information on performance for decision-making purposes.

Yashma Zoloto (Jasper Gold), one of the
largest Russian jewelry chains with 87 stores
in Moscow and 53 in St. Petersburg, sought
an IT solution to redistribute its goods among
stores for faster sales.
Softline specialists have installed a BI platform that can generate redistribution recommendations based on the selling speed and
up to nine analytical filters. This approach
increases the probability of selling the product at a specific store.
This efficient solution has already improved
the KPIs of the company.

Cost-benefit analysis for oil and gas
field development
Softline experts can help
you better manage the
portfolio of oilfield development projects due
to greater availability of
information on costs and
benefits.

Custom software
development
Softline and custom software development go hand
in hand. We can handle any task, from sophisticated
large-scale platforms to the customization of individual
subsystems and their integration with the existing
infrastructure.

Softline advantages:
•
•
•
•
•

Profound expertise and multi-vendor approach to meet any customer
requirements
Ability to automate unusual business processes and develop complex IT systems
from scratch
Improvement of customer systems without an impact on company performance
during the project period
Full support and maintenance of IT systems that we develop
Price transparency

+44 (20) 4577 1222

Custom software development from Softline relies on over 10
years of experience,
600+ certified engineers, and a proven
track record of working with major companies.

www.softline.com
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CAD and GIS
Solutions
We provide our customers with a full range of deployment services for
modern computer-aided design tools from leading foreign and domestic
manufacturers.
Softline’s team of experts specialized in the use of CAD technologies
in workflows, supplies software, provides deployment, modernization,
configuration and education services. In our background we have a lot of
successful projects in companies of all sizes.

6+

industry-specific
divisions

30+

Softline has well-proven methods that have
been tried and tested during the project
implementation. Project implementation in
accordance with the plans and best practices
mitigates risks and guarantees its success.
Technical automation project. We can
prepare the corporate CAD development
strategy taking into account the administrative,
technical, process, financial, and political
factors.
Pilot projects. The goal of the pilot project is
to introduce the new product to the customer’s
specialists and organize their activity in limited
terms.

highly-qualified
professionals

11

30+

local competence
centers in
the largest cities
44

vendors in our portfolio
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Construction
Construction is a high-risk business. These
risks can be reduced by tracking large arrays of project data with powerful building
information modeling systems, solutions
for calculation and analysis of engineering
systems, bearing structures of buildings
and facilities, products for cost estimation,
or other industry-specific CAD systems.
All these solutions are available in Softline
portfolio.
Building an electronic project documentation archive. Softline implements tools
and organizational practices that will help
to build a structured and regulated document storage.
Streamlining the project document
workflow. Consistent collaboration on
documents between project participants
can be ensured by optimizing the revision,
approval, and issuance of project documentation.

Mechanical
Engineering
We offer a comprehensive system for manufacturing design and process planning
that includes a number of engineering and
process planning solutions and contains
the CAE tools. Modern CAD systems managed by PLM solutions enable the most
flexible model management in the design
development and refinement processes.
Streamlining the engineering document
workflow. The automation of revision,
approval, and issuance of various types of
documents (design, process, and working
documentation) within the framework of
design-to-manufacture processes.

GIS
GIS technologies visualize information
about the existing corporate assets as an
interactive map. Geographic information
systems are very popular in the public sector, power industry, oil and gas, logistics,
and other industries operating big data
that can be linked to a map.

Visualization
and Design

Solutions
for All Industries

Engineering
Equipment

This is one of the crucial aspects of cinema
production and game development, but it
also has applications in such fields as:
• Construction and infrastructure
modeling
• Mechanical engineering
• TV and advertising
• Marketing
In visualization and design Softline offers
the products that provide the capabilities
for developing images, presentations, and
animations of various objects designed by
users.

The express audit of the use of BIM,
PDM, GIS in design divisions is aimed at
customers who understand that their CAD
systems are not used to full extent, but
find it challenging to discover reasons of
it and to plan optimization. Express audit
systemizes the problems revealed on the
basis of reliable information.
Development of CAD utilities. Softline not
only provides Autodesk solutions but also
adapts them to specific tasks and integrates technologies into the customer’s
workflows.

The CAD Department has competences
in supplying the following engineering
equipment:
• 3D printers (additive technologies)
• 3D scanners
• 3D scanning with UAVs (drones)
• Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality
technologies
• Interactive projectors
• Holographic desks (mockups)
• NC (numerically controlled) machines
• Training lab based on compact training
NC machines

GIPROBIOSINTEZ Migrates to
a Unified Design Environment

GIPROBIOSINTEZ, a major Russian R&D
company designing and building biochemical plants, needed to prepare blueprints
for a large new facility in the Volgograd
area. The design team chose to employ AutoCAD Plant 3D, a versatile and dependable end-to-end design solution, to work
on the project.
Softline delivered the AutoCAD Plant 3D
software and performed training for the
employees. The design documentation was
completed on schedule and approved by
supervisory authorities.

+44 (20) 4577 1222
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Softline Education
We have over 18 years of experience in
making business and IT education available across Russia and in the CIS.

1
in the corporate
education market

Cloud Technology

IT Management

Cloud services from global leaders such
as Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services, private and hybrid clouds.

Efficient IT management in the age of
the digital economy with modern methods based on ITIL best practices, Agile,
DevOps, and other innovative approaches.

Information Security

System Administration

Achieving perfect cybersecurity is a daunting task for any organization. Protect your
infrastructure and data and increase user
awareness.

Administration of Windows, Windows
Server, RedHat, CentOS, Astra Linux,
Alt, Rosa, Exchange, SharePoint, System
Center, and other operating systems and
corporate services.

Personal Efficiency

Virtualization

Climb the career ladder, hone your existing skills, acquire new ones, and learn how
to interact professionally with managers,
colleagues, and partners.

Make the most out of VMware, Microsoft,
and Citrix solutions. In view of the current
government policy of import substitution,
we also provide training in Russian software products.

regularly engaged

CAD and Modeling

Programming

300000+
specialists trained

Learn to prepare engineering documentation, create drawings and models of any
complexity, visualize your concepts, and
simulate actual operation

Use systems from leading global companies to study programming in major
languages

Network Technologies

Databases

Basic training will help you understand
how modern networks operate. Vendor-authorized courses will teach you how to
work with various network devices on a
professional level.

We explain how to design a database,
write queries, perform backup, and run
analytical tasks in various database management systems.

Data Science & Machine
Learning

Productivity Applications and
Courses for Advanced Asers

Data analysis and machine learning help
generate forecasts that improve the efficiency of business across industries.

If you are a beginner, learn to work with
operating systems and productivity suites.
Power users will be able to improve their
skills and gain deeper knowledge of office
applications.

No.

100+
years
of total instruction time
100+
freelance trainers
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Testing centers and certification
Authorized Testing and Certification Centers for IT professionals operate on the basis
of the Softline Education: Pearson VUE, Certiport, Prometric, Red Hat, Kaspersky Lab.
You can take the exam both after attending a course in our training center and without
a course. As a result of successfully passing the test you receive an international certificate from the vendor, confirming your professional level of knowledge.

International vendor
authorizations

Customized courses and tests
Softline Education develops customized electronic learning courses and integrates
them into the learning management system (LMS) or provides them for local playback.
Softline Education develops highly efficient business-related e-courses, and deploys
remote learning systems.

Other Softline Education offerings
Proctoring – a system that enables you to control an
examinee’s behavior at a test online.
Deployment of remote learning systems

Domestic vendor
authorizations
Electronic Corporate University is an environment for
organizing a full cycle of remote learning with open access to
electronic courses.
Cybersecurity Awareness Learning is an educational
program aimed to improve your employees’ knowledge
of the threats and ways to eliminate them – the key to the
security of your business!
Assessment of the current state of awareness of employees, implementation of the
Security Awareness Center, an automated knowledge management system that
trains employees to recognize cyberattacks and resist them.
Development of a multimedia interactive course (courses) on the customer’s
cybersecurity regulations and policy.
Development of a training, motivational videos on cybersecurity policies.
Development of learning materials: posters or screensavers to remind employees
of the basic security rules, calendars, stickers.
Development of business games on cybersecurity.
A kit of educational mailing lists on cybersecurity issues.
A kit of browser games and computer games for threat recognition.
Developing and conducting a strategic session for top management.
Mass awareness of personnel with the principles of compliance with cybersecurity
policies helps to significantly reduce the risks of incidents caused by employees and
increase the level of personal responsibility in the performance of their professional
duties at the workplace.
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Microsoft is Softline’s
Strategic Partner

20+

years
of cooperation

partner status continuously
since 1995, LSP status –
since 2002

Microsoft Partner Awards
Microsoft Philippines Award 2020:
Azure Customer Recruit

#1

Partner of The Year 2020 Modern
Workplace & Security, Вьетнам

#1 Microsoft Partner of the Year 2020
Calling and Meetings for Microsoft Teams, LATAM & Carribean

#1
#1
#1
#1
#1
48
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Microsoft Partner of Year 2020
Colombia
Microsoft Partner of Year 2019
DevOps, Russia
Microsoft Partner of Year 2018,
Cambodia
Microsoft Partner of Year 2017,
Cambodia, Chile, Kazakhstan
Microsoft Partner of Year 2016,
Georgia

www.softline.com

Cost-effective Microsoft licensing for any task
LSP status in
20+ countries

CSP status
since the launch
of the program
(T1 and T2)

Softline is an
SPLA reseller
with 8 years of
experience

Managed cloud migration
services by Softline
The only partner in Russia with the coveted
Azure Expert Managed Service Provider status

Cloud Assessment
A comprehensive assessment of your on-premises environment with workload
discovery and Azure compatibility analysis. We assess the actual cost of infrastructure ownership and prepare a migration plan and a feasibility study for cloud
migration with an ROI estimate.

UcaaS Solution Based On
Teams At Terpel

Terpel is the principal fuel distributor in
Columbia with subsidiaries in five other
Latin American countries. To simplify its
operations and facilitate interaction, the
company sought to connect all its employees to a unified communications platform.
Softline suggested the integration of Terpel’s existing radio network with a UCaaS
delivery system based on Microsoft Teams
and TotalVoice.
All Terpel workers can now get in touch
with their colleagues and family at any
time, which is critical for people working
away from home for a long period, e.g.
truck drivers. Terpel also receives real-time
reports on the status of fuel delivery and
distribution, as well as information on
the condition of roads for planning future
deliveries.
Thanks to the use of Teams as the main
collaboration tool for 2300+ workers,
Terpel has cut costs in this area by 45%,
saved about half the time spent on paperwork and increased personnel productivity
by 27%.
The project has received the 2020 Microsoft Partner of the Year award.

New Communication System
for ZENIT Bank

Cloud Migration
At this stage, we move workloads such as VMs, applications, databases, and
network components to the cloud and test them before stopping all the active
local systems. Softline recommends the 5R cloud migration approach proposed by
Gartner (Rehost, Refactor, Revise, Rebuild, Replace).

Cloud Infrastructure Management with NOC
Network Operations Center (NOC) is a managed service from Softline that takes
care of your Azure infrastructure maintenance, including monitoring, technical
support, compliance management, and cost optimization.

Cloud Infrastructure Management with NSOC
This managed service includes basic infrastructure monitoring as well as the use
of a security control center (SCC) to protect your Azure infrastructure as well
as operating systems, networks, applications, and databases. Depending on the
price plan, the service may include incident notification, response, mitigation, and
investigation.
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ZENIT Bank was facing the need to consolidate all its current business processes under a single IT system. During the pre-project analysis, its IT specialists realized that
such a system must incorporate modern
communication tools. In fact, despite
operating an extensive branch network,
the bank had no unified communications
platform, which caused numerous errors in
the work of its branches.
Softline experts reviewed the customer’s IT
infrastructure and recommended migration
to Microsoft Office 365, a powerful suite
that fully met all the expectations of the
bank’s management.
Every year, ZENIT holds a large-scale IT
conference for employees across Russia.
With the help of Softline, in 2019 this
event attended by 200 hundred participants was moved online, saving the customer some $100,000 in travel and other
conference-related costs.

www.softline.com
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SOFTLINE
GROUP
Softline is a group that includes many large and small companies operating under their own brands in various fields of IT.
We are different but we share the same passion for IT and the
desire to make the business of our customers better.

RAEX “600 LARGEST COMPANIES OF RUSSIA”
WE ARE INCLUDED IN THE RANKING
OF THE LARGEST COMPANIES
OF RUSSIA BY FORBES
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Stakhanovets software suite evaluates the
actions of employees, models their further
behavior in the company, and predicts
potential problems like loss of interest
in work, data theft, dismissal, or causing
business risks.

SOICA is a product suite that solves the
tasks of document digitization under
preset procedures. SOICA is designed for
companies from all industries with document circulation higher than 10,000 pages
per year.

Mirapolis is a developer of HR automation,
distance education, and webinar management software. This is a portfolio project
of Softline Venture Partners.

Allsoft Ecommerce is a project run by Softline: a software billing provider embedded
on developers’ websites and an online
software store.

Aflex is a software distributor that became
a part of Softline after an acquisition.

Axoft is a software distributor allocated
from the Softline distribution unit into a
separate company.

ActivePlatform is a comprehensive automated cloud-based brokerage solution for
cloud service providers and government
clouds that simplifies the management
and control of cloud service delivery
and business profitability. The platform
supports the resale of Office 365, Azure,
and other online services under Microsoft
CSP, as well as package offers from other
vendors.

NFWare is a Russian software developer
specializing in network virtualization and
software-defined networking. Its customer
base includes telecoms, data centers, and
internet companies. In the first two years
of its operation, NFWare solutions were
adopted by Telefonica, Mail.Ru Group, and
several European carriers.

Softline Outsourcing offers public institutions and businesses to transfer
accounting functions to multifunctional
accounting center. The specialists Softline
Outsourcing automate standard accounting processes, which reduces costs,
improves the accounting quality, and minimizes the impact of the human factor.

HintEd is a solution that provides interactive interface tips to help users during
onboarding or IT training. The first Russian
startup in digital adoption is a script editor for adding such tips to software and
services for better navigation in a new application and automatic technical support
on common issues. HintEd also enables
the creation of training scripts for unique
business processes.

This cloud software can remotely control
online exams by verifying the participant’s
identity and detecting attempted trickery with the help of face recognition and
behavior analysis. The platform can also
be used in remote recruitment tests or
performance appraisals to prevent identity swaps, leaks of internal documents,
and cheating.

ElectroNeek is a universal platform for
medium-sized and large companies that
automates labor-intensive business
processes, analyzes performance, and
taps the company’s automation potential. The solution provides precise data
for informed business decisions. Its key
function is to automate routine workflow.
ElectroNeek monitors staff use of software, identifies automation opportunities
and employs robots to deal with recurring
tasks.
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SOFTLINE
VENTURE PARTNERS
Softline Venture Partners is a corporate venture fund of Softline
Group. This is one of the first funds established in Russia — it
was founded in 2008. At present, the project portfolio includes
20+ projects. Amount of investment in one project spans from
$100,000 to $1 million.

10+
years in
the Russian
venture capital
market

As an independent investor, Softline Venture Partners works with companies on the
early stages of development specializing in a wide range of technologies: cybersecurity,
cloud computing, Big Data, Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things, and Edge Computing.
Softline’s business success in 50+ countries, cooperation with global vendors, and
60,000+ clients grant the fund’s participants a unique opportunity to use the existing
active sales channels and go global.

Acceleration Program

$50
mln
assets under
management

Since its inception, Softline Venture Partners has been contributing to the development
of the Russian venture capital ecosystem. Now the focus of the fund is an acceleration
program, which is supported by major partners and development institutions. Thus, we
support young teams and help them quickly and without mistakes to go from a product
prototype to a sustainable development of a business project.

Latest Deals
June 2020

Softline Venture Partners bought a 10% stake in the Russian company-developer of the system for the rapid development of corporate
software Hinted.

December 2019 Softline Venture Partners sold a stake in the Online Patent project to a
strategic investor.
June 2019
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Russian startup for robotic labor automation office employees electroNeek Robotics raised $500,000 from Softline Venture Partners
fund and other investors.
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